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Diary Dates
May
• Wednesday parent Catch-up
online @2.30pm. See
Facebook Community page for
address
• Fri 29th – Grade Six High
School forms to be returned
June
• Fri 26th – Last day of Term
Two

Happy Friday to all of you! We’ve had
another busy week and have loved
seeing kids and families take
opportunities to get involved in
learning.

Bill’s, Life Imitating Art has been
particularly entertaining, with
lots of you showing how
creative you can be at home.
Mr Williamson’s Science
activities have also been a hit
and I’ve enjoyed seeing many
of you taking on Zoe’s t-shirt/plank challenge – check out the last
page for some photo highlights!

Students of the Week
Congratulations to Hudson and Issy who are this week’s Students of the Week. Hudson has been working
so hard and is enjoying making improvements to his work while Issy’s writing has been fantastic,
especially her similes! Keep up the wonderful effort you two!
What Makes a Good Learner?
In both grades this week, there have been many
conversations around ‘What Makes a Good Learner?’
and what strategies can be put in place to help kids learn
better at home. These conversations will continue into
next week and students will be praised and challenged
for upholding our school value of ‘Trying Our Best’.

Many families have adopted their own schedules and
structures for the day, pacing activities with breaks and rewards to support
motivation. Many of the Juniors have made checklists, planning snack and breaks after tasks and WebEx
meetings have been completed, to better replicate the school day.

Prioritising Learning Tasks – Feedback from Online Parent Catch-up
Following on from our online parent catch-up this week, there was a question raised about which learning
tasks to prioritise each day. There are a number of tasks that are important to ensure that student
learning is maintained while students are at home and hope that this table helps you to prioritise tasks.

Next week, we will aim to build more consistency in the way that writing tasks are set. From next week,
writing will be set as an ‘Activity’ on Seesaw. We are finding the very best teachable moments arise when
students regularly submit work within Seesaw, providing us with a real-time (or as close as we can
replicate), the opportunity to praise and stretch students.
Your child will need to log onto Seesaw to see their set Writing task every morning.
Essential – in an order that
suits your child/family
Reading, and may include:
• retelling the story
• questioning any unfamiliar vocabulary
• rereading sentences that don’t quite sound ‘right’
• using ‘phonics fist’ to decode challenging
vocabulary.
Spelling, including:
• school-wide weekly spelling focus
• Friday spelling dictation or test set through Seesaw
and submitted through Seesaw or via Webex class
meetings. We ask that initially students work
independently on this task.

Not-Essential – complete at a time that suits
your family. If this task is not completed –
please DO NOT feel compelled to complete.
Science, Auslan, PE, Music and Art
• Share on Facebook or Seesaw or just
send through a message to your teacher,
letting them know whether you enjoyed
the activity.
• We recommend students and families
completing these tasks following core
learning
• These are tasks which have been
designed to encourage interaction and
activity in the home and hopefully provide
some fun for families too!

Other Seesaw tasks
• There may be other tasks set from time to
Writing, including:
time on Seesaw that some students are
• daily writing of paragraph, submitted on Seesaw
finishing, and others are not. We are
• student’s best work. If a student isn’t ‘trying their
asking families to feel comfortable using
best’, their teacher will likely ask them to repeat the
judgement to decide whether these tasks
day’s work and/or use the submitted work as the
are
complete or not.
following day’s teaching focus via WebEx.
Maths, may include:
• a set task on Seesaw
• independent work in hardcopy Maths book.

Other Learning Platforms
• Mathletics
• Study ladder
• Get Epic

At the end of Week Four, we are unable to predict how much longer we will be in this period of remote
learning. Potentially, we could be in this phase for the rest of this term, which would be another seven
weeks. What I am passionate about, is making these next weeks, valuable learning weeks.
From us – some things that would be helpful
• If your child has a scheduled WebEx meeting with a staff member, please
indicate your availability and then ensure that your child is present, organised
with materials and ready for learning.
• Ensure that your child meets with a staff member at least every second day. If
your child is not regularly conferencing with a teacher, an invitation via Seesaw
will be sent with a set time.
• Ensure your child submits open-ended tasks, such as writing every day.
• Set a routine, or create a timetable to build your child’s responsibility in their
learning. We are happy to laminate these for you so they can become daily checklists.

